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1. Introduction

Education traditionally has had a significant place in the American heritage. Gunnar Myrdal in his classic study of American society, An American Dilemma, said of the role of education in American democratic thought and life: "Education has always been the great hope for both the individual and society. In the American Creed it has been the main ground upon which 'equality of opportunity for, the individual' could be based." Today, higher education has become a necessity for social and economic mobility in our society. No less than for other groups, higher education is particularly important for blacks because it is a crucial vehicle for access to the mainstream of American society.8

Public systems of colleges and universities were developed in the latter half of the 19th century as a means of "democratizing" higher education by making it available to the large majority of the American people.9 In the Southern and Border States, a separate and unequal system of public institutions developed for black Americans. (For a list of traditionally black public institutions of higher education see appendix A.) Under the dual system, the traditionally black public institutions were subjected to decades of fiscal deprivation, discrimination, and underdevelopment. Although these institutions survived against great odds and succeeded in educating generations of black Americans, segregation in public higher education effectively denied equality of educational opportunity to blacks.

Efforts to desegregate State systems of higher education in the Southern and Border States began in the 1930s when blacks sought admission to white graduate and professional schools.8 In the 1950s blacks in several States challenged the constitutionality of segregation in public elementary and secondary schools.9 In 1954 the Supreme Court of the United States ruled in Brown v. Board of Education that segregation in public education is a denial of the equal protection of the laws. The Brown decision was followed by State and local opposition and resistance to desegregation. Consequently, Brown had little immediate effect on desegregation in public education at any level.


which required nondiscrimination in programs receiving Federal financial assistance. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare failed to enforce Title VI in States operating dual systems of higher education, and consequently, little desegregation progress occurred since the States took no affirmative steps of their own.

The most recent effort to desegregate State systems of higher education resulted from a series of cases brought to compel the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to comply with the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 governing federally funded programs in relation to school desegregation. In *Adams v. Califano*, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia found HEW’s efforts to desegregate State systems of higher education to be inadequate. The court held that HEW’s continued granting of Federal funds to public higher education systems which had not achieved desegregation or submitted adequate desegregation plans violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The court ordered HEW to develop specific desegregation criteria, and to require six noncomplying States to submit desegregation plans in accordance with the criteria.

Accordingly, HEW issued “Revised Criteria Specifying the Ingredients of Acceptable Plans to Desegregate State Systems of Public Higher Education,” which focus on three major areas: (1) the dismantling of the dual system with respect to black and white colleges; (2) the desegregation of student enrollments, particularly at the traditionally white institutions; and (3) the desegregation of faculty, administrative staffs, nonacademic personnel, and governing boards.

More than 25 years have elapsed since the historic *Brown* decision, yet inequities in State systems of higher education continue. In view of its concern about the continuing inequities, the Commission has undertaken an examination of the potentiality of the criteria to aid States in desegregating their higher education systems. This statement contains the results of that examination. The Commission’s purpose in presenting this statement is threefold: (1) to clarify the purpose of higher education desegregation and the need for the Department of Education to enforce vigorously the criteria; (2) to show, how strengthened criteria would help States in achieving effective unitary systems of higher education; and (3) to stress the need for Federal desegregation policy to take into account the unique and important role that the Nation’s public black colleges have played—and should continue to play—in higher education.

Because the problems confronting higher education desegregation in the 1980s are a consequence of the inherent inequities perpetuated by the dual system, the statement begins with an overview of the historical effects of segregation on educational opportunities for black Americans.
2. The Dual System of Higher Education

The first-public higher education institutions for blacks were normal schools founded after the Civil War to train black teachers for the newly emerging segregated public school systems in the Southern and Border States. Missouri established the first black public teacher training institution in 1870. Subsequently, public teacher training institutions were established by the States of Alabama and Arkansas in 1873, North Carolina in 1877, Texas and Louisiana in 1879, Virginia in 1882, and Florida, in 1887. Except for training as teachers, opportunities for blacks to receive higher education were limited during this early period.

A second impetus for providing public higher education opportunities for blacks was the land-grant program. The first Morrill Act of 1862 provided for the establishment of a college in each State emphasizing agricultural and mechanical arts, as well as instruction in classical, scientific, and military subjects. Although the first Morrill Act did not contain specific provisions for the education of blacks, four States—Mississippi, Virginia, South Carolina, and Kentucky—did set aside a part of the original land-grant endowment for the support of black land-grant colleges.

In 1890 Congress passed the second Morrill Act that provided additional financial support for land-grant colleges and specifically prohibited discrimination against blacks. The act provided, however, for the establishment of a college in each State embracing Fortieth and Border States. Missouri established Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, the first black land-grant college, which received three-fifths of the land-grant endowment as a college site, the proceeds to be used as a permanent endowment for one or more colleges. A State without public lands was issued land scrip (provisional documents certifying that the holder is entitled to shares of land) for the amount in acres it lacked, which was to be sold and the proceeds applied to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college. Survey of Land-Grant Colleges vol. II, p. 8. After the Morrill Act of July 12, 1862, ch. 130, 12 Stat. 503.

Survey of Land-Grant Colleges, vol. II, p. 838. In 1871 Mississippi established Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, the first black land-grant college, which received three-fifths of the land-grant endowment. In 1872 Virginia gave one-half of its endowment to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, a private school. The funds later were transferred to what is now Virginia State University. The South Carolina Reconstruction Legislature, under the control of blacks, in 1872 gave all of the endowment income to Claflin University, a private black college. In 1879 the Claflin share was reduced to one-half and in 1896 a State-controlled, black land-grant college (now South Carolina State College) was established to receive the endowment. In 1897 Kentucky assigned one-twelfth of the endowment income to the Kentucky State Industrial School.

According to the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: "Most State colleges and universities have emerged from the normal school tradition, which was a device for preparing teachers for a rapidly expanding public education system. The original normal school was not a college, it enrolled elementary school graduates, "provided them some professional work in pedagogy, and then returned them as teachers to the elementary schools of the State. As public high schools expanded, normal schools expanded their programs in arts and sciences to provide future high school teachers the substantive, knowledge they needed." Lewis B. Mayhew, The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Co., 1977), p. 171.


7 U.S.C. §301 (1976). Under the provisions of the first Morrill Act of 1862, States having public lands (in an amount equal to 30,000 acres for each Member of Congress as entitled by the 1860 census) were given title to such land. The law provided for the sale of whatever land that was not used as a college site, the proceeds to be used as a permanent endowment for one or more colleges. A State without public lands was issued land scrip (provisional documents certifying that the holder is entitled to shares of land) for the amount in acres it lacked, which was to be sold and the proceeds applied to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college. Survey of Land-Grant Colleges vol. II, p. 8. Morrill Act of July 12, 1862, ch. 130, 12 Stat. 503.

Survey of Land-Grant Colleges, vol. II, p. 838. In 1871 Mississippi established Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, the first black land-grant college, which received three-fifths of the land-grant endowment. In 1872 Virginia gave one-half of its endowment to Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, a private school. The funds later were transferred to what is now Virginia State University. The South Carolina Reconstruction Legislature, under the control of blacks, in 1872 gave all of the endowment income to Claflin University, a private black college. In 1879 the Claflin share was reduced to one-half and in 1896 a State-controlled, black land-grant college (now South Carolina State College) was established to receive the endowment. In 1897 Kentucky assigned one-twelfth of the endowment income to the Kentucky State Industrial School.

that separate colleges for blacks would constitute compliance with the antidiscrimination provisions. By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States and the Territory of Oklahoma had separated land-grant colleges for blacks. The land-grant college program, one of the most significant in American educational history, "provided the momentum for the development of colleges with a new sense of direction to the needs of a dominant force in American society at the time—rural America." The Morrill Act of 1890 is of particular significance to black higher education because it provided Federal sanction for the establishment of separate colleges for blacks.

The "Separate but Equal" Doctrine

In 1896 the Supreme Court of the United States, in Plessy v. Ferguson, gave legal sanction to the doctrine of "separate but equal." Although the case involved transportation, not education, the dictum of the Plessy case became the basis for the "separate but equal" doctrine in public education that was to prevail for the next 58 years.

At the time Plessy was decided, a pattern of segregation in public higher education in the Southern and Border States had been established by policy, but not by law, as State requirements for racial segregation in elementary and secondary schools did not apply to higher education. Following the Plessy decision, the 17 Southern and Border States began to require, by law, segregation in colleges.

The First Challenges to Segregation

During the first half of the 20th century, black colleges, particularly black land-grant colleges, were the principal centers for black public higher education. Although the dual system maintained separate colleges for blacks and whites, educational opportunities for blacks were never comparable to those available to whites. Studies of black colleges examining such tangible factors as facilities and equipment, libraries, types of programs and degrees offered, and the financial support received by these colleges revealed extensive inequalities.

A significant deficiency in the dual system was the failure to provide opportunities for blacks beyond the baccalaureate degree. In the early 1930s none of the public black colleges offered graduate or professional education. As blacks began to seek opportunities for graduate and professional education not offered at the public black colleges, the Southern States enacted legislation providing for the payment of tuition fees for blacks to attend out-of-State or private institutions. By 1948 almost all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

Before 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.
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By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.

By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.
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By 1900 all of the Southern and Border States had explicitly provided for separate accommodations and blacks on railroads in the State. The court found that separate facilities did not necessarily imply inferiority of either race and was a reasonable exercise of the State's police power. Id. at 544.
the Southern and Border States had taken such steps. By furnishing tuition grants to blacks, the States continued to provide "separate but equal" education to blacks without the costly expense of duplicating graduate and professional facilities.

Legal challenges to segregation in higher education began in the early 1930s when the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) began a deliberate attack on segregation with a series of lawsuits to secure black admission to traditionally white graduate and professional schools.

The first significant judicial assessment of the tuition-grant system occurred in 1935 in Pearson v. Murray, in which the courts ruled that such grants violated the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Following the Murray decision, Texas, Virginia, and Louisiana established graduate schools at their black State colleges. In 1938 West Virginia became the first of the Southern and Border States voluntarily to admit blacks to the graduate and professional schools at West Virginia University.

Blacks continued to file suits seeking admission to white public graduate and professional schools. Between 1938 and 1950, four major cases reached the Supreme Court of the United States. In the first, Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, the Court ruled that out-of-State tuition grants for blacks were unconstitutional and that a State must provide "substantially equal" educational opportunities for all residents of a State. In the 9 years following the Gaines decision, separate advanced degree programs were established for blacks in Missouri, North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, and South Carolina.

In Sipuel v. Board of Regents, the Court held that Oklahoma had a duty to provide simultaneously the same educational opportunities for blacks as it does for whites. In 1950 the Court delivered two opinions that cracked the foundation of the doctrine of "separate but equal." In Sweatt v. Painter, the Court held that requiring the plaintiff to attend a separate law school for blacks which did not have equal facilities was a violation of the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution and that the plaintiff had a constitutional right to be admitted to the University of Texas Law School. Although the Court did not reexamine the constitutionality of "separate but equal" in the Sweatt decision, it broadened the test of equality to include not only such tangible factors as the number and qualifications of teachers, the size of the student body, and the quality of the library and educational facilities, but also such intangibles as the reputation of the faculty, the prestige and tradition of the institution, and the influence and standing of the alumni in the community.

In the second opinion delivered by the Court, McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, the plaintiff, having successfully sued for admission to the University of Oklahoma Graduate School, was required to sit apart from white students in the classroom and library and to "at a separate time in the cafeteria." The Court held that once admitted to a white Negroes in States Operating a Separate School System," Journal of Negro Education, vol. 8 (1939), pp. 144-47.


305 U.S. 337, 351 (1938).


Equal Protection, pp. 21-23.


339 U.S. 657, 657-58 (1950). After denying admission to Herman Sweatt, a black applicant, to the University of Texas Law School, the State opened a separate law school for blacks. Sweatt refused to enroll in the separate school charging that the educational facilities at the black law school were not comparable to those at the University of Texas Law School. Id. at 631-32.

Id. at 633-34.


Id. at 640.
institutions, a black student could not be treated differently.27

Following the Sweatt and the McLaurin decisions, State and Federal courts ordered the admission of blacks to the major State universities in Virginia, Missouri, Louisiana, North Carolina, and Tennessee.28 On the eve of the Brown decision, blacks had gained admission to the white graduate and professional institutions in 12 of the 17 Southern and Border States, although, in some instances, only for courses not offered at the States' public black colleges.29 The other five States—Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolina—still maintained complete segregation.40

Most of the pre-Brown litigation concerned admission to graduate and professional programs at State universities because such programs were not available at the black public colleges. Because separate public undergraduate colleges for blacks were available in each of the 17 Southern and Border States, there were fewer efforts to desegregate white undergraduate institutions. Between 1946 and 1954, a few white colleges and junior colleges voluntarily admitted black students, and in other instances, blacks gained admission through the courts.41

The test of equality in many of the cases before the courts concerning segregated undergraduate education included such factors as the relative convenience and cost of attending local white colleges as compared with a black college in another part of the State.42 On these grounds, courts ordered the admission of blacks to undergraduate institutions in Kentucky, Texas, and Louisiana.43

### The Brown Decision

By 1950 the meaning of "separate but equal" in higher education had evolved to require a State to provide within its borders, simultaneously, the same courses of study; educational facilities of the same size, quality, and variety; colleges of the same prestige; and faculties of the same reputation for both whites and blacks.44 The definition of "equal" had become defined narrowly so as almost to preclude the equalization of separate facilities.

In those earlier decisions, the Supreme Court of the United States had avoided reexamination of the Plessy doctrine and had not ruled on the question of segregated public education below the graduate and professional level.45 The time was considered ripe for a direct challenge to the constitutionality of "separate but equal."46 The NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., initiated five separate class action challenges to segregation in public elementary and secondary schools in Kansas, Virginia, Delaware, South Carolina, and the District of Columbia.47 Four of these cases were later consolidated under the single name of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka.48

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court of the United States, in a unanimous decision, ruled that racially segregated public schools deprive black children of the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the 14th amendment. The Court said:

> Does segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis of race even though the physical facilities and other "tangible" factors may be equal, deprive the children of the

---

27 Id. at 642.
29 The 12 States were Maryland, West Virginia, Arkansas, Delaware, Oklahoma, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Texas, Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee. Equal Protection, p. 36.
30 Ibid.
33 Id.
The Court concluded that "in the field of public education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate education facilities are inherently unequal."28

The Brown decision had little immediate effect; litigation continued to be the chief means for desegregating public colleges and universities.29 As a result, progress in desegregating State systems of higher education was slow, minimal, and confined largely to the Border States.30

The six Border States, voluntarily or by court order, already had taken some steps toward desegregation prior to 1954.31 Following the Brown decision, Maryland, West Virginia, Missouri, Oklahoma, and the District of Columbia took legislative and administrative action to abolish de jure segregation in public higher education. In all of the Border States, public white colleges and universities were opened to black students, and white students began to enroll in the traditionally black institutions in Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, West Virginia, and Missouri.32

The States of Arkansas, Virginia, and North Carolina, however, made only "limited and circumscribed" efforts to desegregate their State institutions.33 By 1959 very few blacks were enrolled in the white public colleges in these States.34 The University of Arkansas, for example, admitted blacks only for courses not offered at the black public college.35 The University of Virginia had a similar policy.36 The University of North Carolina enrolled 0.8 percent blacks in its undergraduate schools.37 In Tennessee and Texas, blacks were admitted to white State universities only after protracted litigation.38 In 1959, 11 State colleges and universities in Texas maintained a policy of complete exclusion of black students.39 Massive resistance to desegregation occurred in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina.40 These States used a variety of administrative, legislative, and legal techniques to deny blacks admission to white colleges and universities.41 Several States also enacted minority group of equal educational opportunities? We believe that it does.42


The Court set the pace for desegregation, requiring the admission of blacks to public schools "with all deliberate speed," 347 U.S. 294, 301 (1955). Since the phrase "all deliberate speed" was often interpreted as meaning more deliberation and less speed, the pace of desegregation in the public schools was very slow. The argument that it also applied to higher education was used repeatedly to thwart desegregation on that level as well. In Florida ex rel. Hawkins v. Board of Control, 350 U.S. 413 (1956), the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that its decision in Brown II did not apply to higher education and black applicants were entitled to "prompt" admission.

Id. at 415.

11 Ibid., pp. 51-54.

12 Ibid. Maryland (1936), Delaware (1938), West Virginia (1948), Kentucky (1949), and Mississipi (1950). The Oklahoma statute (G4a. Acts. 1949, ch. 15, p. 609) provided only for admission at the graduate level and on a segregated basis, while the Kentucky act (Ky. Acts. 1950, ch. 155, p. 615) permitted desegregation at any level of higher education.


14 Equal Protection, p. 56.


16 Equal Protection, p. 57.

17 Ibid.

18 Ibid. As a result of the Sweatt v. Painter (339 U.S. 629 (1950)) and Gray v. University of Tennessee (342 U.S. 517 (1952)) decisions, the University of Texas and the University of Tennessee admitted blacks to their graduate and professional schools for courses not offered at the black State colleges. After the Brown decisions, Tennessee and Texas used legal, legislative, and administrative actions to avoid desegregation. See, for example, Booker v. Tennessee Board of Education, 240 F.2d 689 (6th Cir. 1957), cert. denied, 353 U.S. 965 (1955); Whitmore v. Stilwell, 227 F.2d (5th Cir. 1955); Resolution of the State Board of Education of Tennessee, 1 Race Rel. L. Rep., 262-63 (1956); Wichita Falls Junior College-Dist. v. Battle, 204 F.2d 632 (5th Cir. 1954). cert. denied, 347 U.S. 974 (1954); Allan v. Master, Civ. No. 1481 (E.D. Tex., Jan. 18, 1955), White v. Smith 1 Race Rel. L. Rep. 324 (W.D. Tex. 1955).

19 Equal Protection, p. 67.


21 For example, admission tests were introduced; recommendations from alumni or circuit court judges were required; new age restrictions were set; subjective character assessments were made of applicants; or gradu-
laws to stop desegregation. For example, the Mississippi legislature enacted legislation aimed at preserving "racial segregation" in the State's higher education system. To thwart desegregation efforts, the legislature authorized the closing of institutions under the guise of maintaining public peace and tranquility. South Carolina and Georgia enacted measures to deny State appropriations to institutions that did not remain segregated.

The politics of massive resistance were epitomized by the events surrounding the desegregation of the Universities of Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. In 1961, after numerous legal and administrative delays and campus riots, the University of Georgia, under Federal court order, admitted two black students.

The enrollment of one black student at the University of Mississippi in 1962 and two black students at the University of Alabama in 1963 required not only a Federal court order but also the intervention of the President of the United States, who federalized the National Guard and sent thousands of Federal troops and marshals to ensure the safety of the black students. In addition to these celebrated examples, court orders were required to desegregate the major public universities in South Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana.

The emphasis of higher education desegregation during this period centered on securing the admission of blacks to traditionally white institutions. Although 72 percent of the white public higher education institutions in the Southern and Border States enrolled a small number of blacks in 1964, 64 percent of those institutions in the Deep South were still totally segregated. The majority of black students in these States continued to attend traditionally black institutions, and the institutions continued to occupy the second class status afforded them by the events surrounding the desegregation of the major public universities.

Civil Rights presented a comparison of the education offered at the white public college with that of the black public college, revealing the magnitude of the black student's deprivation of educational opportunities in higher education.

The politics of massive resistance were epitomized by the events surrounding the desegregation of the Universities of Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. In 1961, after numerous legal and administrative delays and campus riots, the University of Georgia, under Federal court order, admitted two black students.

The emphasis of higher education desegregation during this period centered on securing the admission of blacks to traditionally white institutions. Although 72 percent of the white public higher education institutions in the Southern and Border States enrolled a small number of blacks in 1964, 64 percent of those institutions in the Deep South were still totally segregated. The majority of black students in these States continued to attend traditionally black institutions, and the institutions continued to occupy the second class status afforded them by the events surrounding the desegregation of the major public universities.

Civil Rights presented a comparison of the education offered at the white public college with that of the black public college, revealing the magnitude of the black student's deprivation of educational opportunities in higher education.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Because little progress was achieved in providing blacks with equal educational opportunity, civil rights advocates began to stress the need for stronger Federal action to end discrimination. In response to their call for equality and justice, the U.S. Congress passed the most comprehensive civil rights act since Reconstruction: the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI of the act states:

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, or be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) was given responsibility for enforcing Title VI in educational institutions receiving Federal financial assistance.

Between 1964 and 1969, HEW's efforts to implement Title VI were directed at desegregating elementary and secondary schools. Not until 1969-70 did HEW examine 10 of the States that operated dual systems of public higher education—Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Vir...

69-96.
Virginia—to determine whether their educational systems were desegregated. HEW found that these States were continuing to operate segregated dual higher education systems in violation of Title VI, notified them of that conclusion, and advised them of their obligation to submit statewide plans for desegregation. Although five States—Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Oklahoma—failed to submit plans and the other five submitted plans unacceptable to HEW, the Department did not take administrative enforcement action against any of them.

HEW's failure to carry out its Title VI responsibilities in the higher education systems in these 10 States and in hundreds of elementary and secondary school districts led to a series of class action suits seeking to enforce Title VI.

The Adams Cases

In Adams v. Richardson, the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF) filed, in 1970, a class action suit on behalf of black students, citizens, and taxpayers against the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and its Office for Civil Rights. The action was brought for declaratory and injunctive relief with respect to the enforcement of Title VI in relation to school desegregation. In deciding the case the district court held that "continuation of HEW financial assistance to the segregated systems of higher education in the ten States violate[d] the rights of plaintiffs and others similarly situated protected by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964." The court further held that once HEW determines that a State system of higher education is violative of Title VI, and where enforcement efforts to achieve voluntary compliance within a reasonable period are ineffective, HEW has a duty to commence compliance proceedings. The district court ordered HEW to commence enforcement proceedings within 120 days against States that failed to undertake higher education desegregation. Specific and substantial reporting requirements on the part of HEW were ordered.

On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit affirmed the district court order, granting a period of 120 days for submission of higher education desegregation plans by the 10 States; but the court of appeals gave an additional 180 days thereafter, for negotiation before commencement of compliance proceedings against States not submitting acceptable plans. In doing so, the court of appeals noted that:

Perhaps the most serious problem in this area is the lack of State-wide planning to provide more and better trained minority group doctors, lawyers, engineers and other professionals. A predicate for minority access to quality postgraduate programs is a viable, coordinated State-wide higher education policy that takes into account the special problems of minority students and Black colleges. These Black institutions currently fulfill a crucial need and will continue to play an important role in Black higher education.

In November 1973 and April 1974 HEW sent individual letters to the 10 States identifying requirements of an acceptable desegregation plan. HEW accepted desegregation plans from 8 of the 10 States in June 1974. Louisiana refused to submit a plan and Mississippi's plan was deemed unacceptable by HEW. Both States were referred to the Department of Justice, which subsequently filed suit.
In 1975 the eight States submitted progress reports to HEW covering the first year of desegregation. Finding little evidence of even minimal progress, the plaintiffs in the Adams case sought further relief. While the district court was considering the motion, separate actions removed Maryland and Pennsylvania from the suit.

In 1977 the district court in Adams v. Califano found that the desegregation plans accepted by HEW in 1974 failed to meet the requirements earlier specified by HEW for acceptable desegregation plans. The evidence revealed that the 1974 desegregation plans had failed to change the segregated and discriminatory patterns that existed when the plans were accepted. The court held that HEW's continued granting of Federal funds to public higher education systems in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Virginia, which had not achieved desegregation or submitted adequate desegregation plans, violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The court granted the plaintiffs' motion for further relief and ordered HEW to: (1) notify the remaining six States that their 1974 plans were not adequate to comply with Title VI; (2) devise criteria, specifying the ingredients of an acceptable higher education desegregation plan; and (3) require the six States to submit desegregation plans in accordance with the new criteria.

**Dismantling the Dual System**

The requisites for dismantling the dual system necessarily must focus on remedying the historical inequities perpetuated by segregation. To achieve a unitary system of higher education requires that States take affirmative effective steps to: (1) assure that black students are equitably represented at all levels—undergraduate, graduate, and professional—at the traditionally white institutions; (2) assure that blacks are equitably represented in faculty, administrative, and nonacademic personnel positions at traditionally white institutions and in decisionmaking positions in the State system; and (3) develop the traditionally black institutions so that they can become integral components of the State system, able to attract students of all races on the basis of the quality of their academic programs.

Despite the inequities of segregation and deprivation, black institutions have had an important role in American education. According to the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education:

"The colleges founded for Negroes are a source of pride to blacks who have attended them and a source of hope to black families who want the benefits of higher education for their children. These . . . colleges . . . have been responsible for the higher education of the majority of college-educated Negroes, and during the expansionist 1960s these colleges doubled their enrollments as did the predominantly white institutions. The predominantly Negro institutions have produced the vast majority of black professional workers. They have recruited and educated students from low income families and have developed service programs for their communities. Colleges founded for Negroes have many obstacles to overcome, but they have already"
contributed significantly to the life and progress of black America."

The need for significant improvements in the facilities, funding, and programs at these underdeveloped institutions is critical to achieving a unitary system and to providing equal educational opportu-


nity. Desegregation and the challenge of higher education for future generations necessitate that the traditionally black public institutions become fully viable institutions within the mainstream of American higher education.
3. The Higher Education Desegregation Criteria

The higher education desegregation criteria developed by HEW in response to the Adams court order focus on three major areas: (1) disestablishment of the structure of the dual system; (2) desegregation of student enrollment; and (3) desegregation of faculty and administrative staffs, nonacademic personnel, and governing boards. The criteria, which were ordered by the district court to assist the six Adams States in the preparation of their desegregation plans, will apply to all States that operated a dual system of higher education where vestiges of that system still exist.

According to the criteria, specific goals and measures for achieving desegregation are to be undertaken within an initial 5-year period. The preamble to the criteria states that numerical goals and timetables are "established as indices by which to measure progress toward the objective of eliminating the effects of unconstitutional de jure racial segregation and of providing equal educational opportunity for all citizens." In September 1977 the six Adams States submitted desegregation plans. In February 1978, after 4 months of intensive negotiations, HEW provisionally accepted the plans of Arkansas, Florida, and Oklahoma and rejected the plans of Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia. Negotiations with all six States continued for another year, and by March 1979 HEW had approved plans from all of the States except North Carolina.

In accordance with Title VI and the Adams court order, HEW began Title VI administrative enforcement proceedings against North Carolina. The initiation of Title VI enforcement proceedings usually resulted in the limited deferral of selected Federal funds. North Carolina filed suit in Federal court seeking to enjoin the administrative proceedings, any deferral or termination of Federal funds, and the implementation of the higher education desegregation criteria developed by HEW. The district court denied North Carolina’s request to halt the administrative proceedings, but ruled that HEW could neither defer nor terminate Federal funds to the University of North Carolina system until a finding of noncompliance with Title VI had been made following an administrative hearing.

A determination of the long term effect of the criteria on establishing a unitary system cannot be
made for some time, but the Commission has undertaken an examination of the criteria to assess their potential for achieving equal educational opportunity. Although the criteria are divided into five major sections, the first three address the basic elements of the plans which are to be developed by the States. These criteria (which are italicized in the sections below) outline steps to be taken to: (1) disestablish the structure of the dual system; (2) desegregate student enrollment; and (3) desegregate the faculty, administrative staffs, nonacademic personnel, and governing boards.

Disestablishment of the Structure of the Dual System

Disestablishing the structure of the dual system requires States to organize and operate their systems and institutions in a manner that promises realistically to overcome the effects of past discrimination. The Commission believes that many of the criteria related to the disestablishment of the dual system do not require States to take the steps necessary to overcome these effects.

- Define the mission of each institution within the State system on a basis other than race.

Under the dual system, traditionally black institutions had limited missions. Academic programs at black institutions were linked closely to the types of jobs that black graduates were permitted to hold in a segregated society. Consequently, teacher training was the primary mission of most black public institutions and continues today to be a major focus at many of these institutions.

Moreover, traditionally black institutions, over the years, have been relegated by State systems to less prestigious roles in the higher education hierarchy. In earlier desegregation efforts, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR of HEW) admonished Virginia officials for including in the mission statements of its traditionally black institutions—Virginia State College and Norfolk State College—that their missions focused "particularly on the remedial and foundation levels for the culturally deprived" and served "large numbers of students from low socioeconomic groups...particularly black." OCR said that such statements perpetuated the image of traditionally black institutions as institutions which "offer an education which is less prestigious than that offered by other institutions..." An examination of institutional classifications shows that in 1976 none of the public black institutions in the Southern and Border States was classified as a "Research" or "Doctorate-granting Institution," while 41 (23.8 percent) of the traditionally white public institutions were in this category. Of the 34 traditionally black public institutions in these States, 20 (59 percent) were classified as "Comprehensive Universities and Colleges I," compared to 96 (56 percent) of 172 traditionally white public institutions. Thirteen traditionally black institutions (38 percent) were classified as "Comprehensive Universities and Colleges II," a category that includes a large number of former teachers' colleges that have broadened their programs to include a liberal arts curriculum. Of the public traditionally white institutions, 29 (17 percent) were in this category. The plaintiffs in Adams have noted:

"History cannot be omitted from consideration and where it is clear, for example, that black schools would have been graduate centers but for the issue of race, those schools should as a matter of priority be provided with the resources necessary to assume their rightful roles. In particular, many traditionally black schools can and should fulfill public service and research functions which, until now, have been limited missions. Academic programs at black institutions were linked closely to the types of jobs that black graduates were permitted to hold in a segregated society. Consequently, teacher training was the primary mission of most black public institutions and continues today to be a major focus at many of these institutions.

Moreover, traditionally black institutions, over the years, have been relegated by State systems to less prestigious roles in the higher education hierarchy. In earlier desegregation efforts, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR of HEW) admonished Virginia officials for including in the mission statements of its traditionally black institutions—Virginia State College and Norfolk State College—that their missions focused "particularly on the remedial and foundation levels for the culturally deprived" and served "large numbers of students from low socioeconomic groups...particularly black." OCR said that such statements perpetuated the image of traditionally black institutions as institutions which "offer an education which is less prestigious than that offered by other institutions..." An examination of institutional classifications shows that in 1976 none of the public black institutions in the Southern and Border States was classified as a "Research" or "Doctorate-granting Institution," while 41 (23.8 percent) of the traditionally white public institutions were in this category. Of the 34 traditionally black public institutions in these States, 20 (59 percent) were classified as "Comprehensive Universities and Colleges I," compared to 96 (56 percent) of 172 traditionally white public institutions. Thirteen traditionally black institutions (38 percent) were classified as "Comprehensive Universities and Colleges II," a category that includes a large number of former teachers' colleges that have broadened their programs to include a liberal arts curriculum. Of the public traditionally white institutions, 29 (17 percent) were in this category. The plaintiffs in Adams have noted:

"History cannot be omitted from consideration and where it is clear, for example, that black schools would have been graduate centers but for the issue of race, those schools should as a matter of priority be provided with the resources necessary to assume their rightful roles. In particular, many traditionally black schools can and should fulfill public service and research functions which, until now, have been..."
considered the province only of the white institutions.\textsuperscript{22}

The first task set forth in the criterion requiring the disestablishment of the dual system specifies that the mission of each institution shall be defined on a basis other than race. If the effects of historic discrimination are to be overcome, however, black public institutions must have not only nonracial missions, but also expanded missions that include more diverse curricula and new degree programs in line with expanding career opportunities, as well as new public service and research functions. Without new and expanded missions, traditionally black institutions will not be able to assume significant new roles in State systems of higher education.

- \textit{Specify steps to be taken to strengthen the role of traditionally black institutions in the State system.}

The criteria require the States to commit themselves to provide traditionally black institutions with resources that are at least comparable to those at traditionally white institutions having similar missions. This requirement raises a basic question: Will comparable resources provided today compensate for past inequities?

The history of the dual system of higher education shows that the traditionally black institutions have been systematically subjected to discrimination and deprived of the benefits, resources, and development opportunities afforded to the traditionally white institutions.\textsuperscript{23} Comparable funding is not sufficient to allow traditionally black institutions to catch up. For example, North Carolina maintains that State support for the traditionally black institutions has been comparable to that for white institutions for "a considerable span of years."\textsuperscript{24} HEW, however, has found that North Carolina continues to provide the traditionally black institutions and their predominantly black student bodies with benefits and services that are different from and inferior to those provided to traditionally white institutions and their student bodies.\textsuperscript{25} According to HEW:

- Traditionally white institutions have a greater number and variety of degree programs than traditionally black institutions of similar rank;
- Traditionally black institutions have fewer library facilities and acquisitions that are inferior to those at traditionally white institutions of similar rank, a result of the denial of sufficient State funds;
- Failure to provide adequate State funding and other assistance has caused the traditionally black institutions to operate with older and less satisfactory buildings and other physical facilities and with quantitatively and qualitatively less adequate teaching equipment and institutional supplies in comparison with the traditionally white institutions of similar rank.\textsuperscript{26}

Long-standing inequities at black and white land-grant institutions cannot be remedied by providing "comparable resources."\textsuperscript{27} Decades of unequal funding and limited programs\textsuperscript{28} have not allowed black land-grant institutions to develop a competitive research base of first-class facilities, equipment, laboratories, and libraries equal to that of the white land-grant institutions.\textsuperscript{29} As a result, black land-grant institutions have not had the opportunity to participate equitably in two important land-grant functions—agricultural research and experiment stations, and cooperative extension programs.\textsuperscript{30} For example, agricultural research and experiment stations at white land-grant institutions typically have been responsible for improving agriculture in their respective States through scientific research and have made significant contributions to technological advances in forestry, medicine, fisheries, and environmental research,\textsuperscript{31} but black land-grant institutions have been—and for the most part continue to be—locked out of this role. Regarding this program, the Institute for the Study of Educational Policy at Howard University has said:

\textsuperscript{25} Id.
\textsuperscript{26} A Study of Private and Higher Schools, Equal Protection, and Survey of Land-Grant Colleges, vol. II.
\textsuperscript{28} ibid.
\textsuperscript{29} ibid.
Being effectively eliminated from funds from the larger more important and competitive federal land-grant programs, such as grants for regional research, black land-grant colleges are placed in a double bind. Failure to receive these funds is in and of itself not conducive to stimulating the growth of these institutions, which would make the black land-grant colleges more competitive with large land-grant colleges for the competitive research funds.

The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities has also noted that mere comparability in funding cannot compensate for past inequities:

State budget formulas based on current FTE [full-time enrollments] do not take into account past deprivation of the black sector, and do not strive to balance the historical and resource advantages accrued by traditionally white institutions (e.g. endowed chairs, flow of services from equipment, accumulated university foundation resources, etc.).

The Committee further noted that current retrenchment moves in higher education will have a more negative effect on black institutions than white institutions: "Where traditionally white colleges have been privy to the largess of State funds during better times, budgetary restraints in a period where equal treatment of public Black colleges is finding acceptance will serve to further impede their growth."

The criterion requiring at least comparable resources for black institutions will not serve to overcome the effects of past discrimination. The magnitude of the problem requires a solution which will assure not only that current funding to traditionally black institutions is equal to that granted to white institutions, but also that sufficient funds on a "catch-up" basis are allocated to compensate for past inequities.

*Commit the State to take specific steps to eliminate educationally unnecessary program duplication*

This requirement is designed to offer noncore, key programs at only one institution in an area (the traditionally black institution or the traditionally white institution), thereby enabling each institution to attract black and white students. The elimination of duplication is to be carried out consistent with the objective of strengthening the traditionally black institution. The elimination of program duplication as a means of achieving desegregation can be compared to the magnet school remedy used in elementary and secondary school desegregation. A magnet school offers specialized programs not available in other schools to attract both minority and white students.

Under de jure segregation, duplication was synonymous with "separate but equal." According to David Tatel, former director of HEW's Office for Civil Rights:

"Much of [the] duplication was created for the purpose of maintaining racial segregation and our feeling is that unless some of it is diminished, the black...high school graduates will continue to go to Black colleges...and whites will continue to go to white colleges."

Today at least 14 of the 33 traditionally black public institutions "have direct competition from predominantly white State institutions located in the same cities and towns." These institutions provide a vivid illustration of the duplication that characterizes dual systems. Table 1 shows that these institutions draw students from the same geographic area, yet in 1978 they remained mostly segregated. According to a report of the Race Relations Information Center in Nashville:

In almost every case, the black school was there first; in [several] instances, the State has created the "white competition" after 1966. In every situation, the schools duplicate some courses and draw funds from the same public treasury. They represent a costly perpetuation of the dual system.
system of higher education. The effect [of creating new white public institutions] has been to avoid developing the black schools as integrated institutions on a par with the rest of the system.36

An example of a recent effort to “avoid” desegregation by creating a new white institution is found in Tennessee in the case of Geier v. University of Tennessee.37 Tennessee State University (TSU), founded in 1912 for blacks, was the only public college in Nashville until 1947 when the University of Tennessee established a “center” in Nashville (UT–N) to provide part-time evening instruction for white students. In 1968, UT–N, a 2-year extension college that granted no degrees, contemplated expansion to a 4-year, degree-granting institution. Suit was filed in 1968 to enjoin the proposed construction and expansion of UT–N on the grounds that the existence and expansion of UT–N, a predominantly white public university located 5 miles from predominantly black TSU, would perpetuate segregation in the Nashville area.38

During the course of the litigation, the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee examined the competition for students between the two institutions created by the common programs offered at each: nursing, engineering, undergraduate education, arts and sciences, business administration, and arts and music. The programs had remained predominantly one-race at each school.39 The court found that the State’s desegregation approach—joint, cooperative, and exclusive (unduplicated) program planning—had “not eliminated the competition between UT–N and TSU.”40 In 1977 the court ordered the merger41 of Tennessee State University and the University of Tennessee–Nashville, with Tennessee State University as the surviving institution.42

State higher education officials have been reluctant to address the issue of duplication. North Carolina officials, for example, have charged that HEW is encroaching unlawfully “upon the University’s rights of academic freedom.”43 In its efforts to enjoin use of the criteria, the State charged:

The Department’s assumption of the right to determine what is an “educationally unnecessary program” and its demand that the University eliminate specific “educationally unnecessary program duplication” and withdraw “programs at traditionally white institutions that compete with planned or existing programs at traditionally black institutions” directly contravenes . . . the first amendment.44

Some critics of the position taken by North Carolina and other States believe that the States’ opposition to eliminating program duplication is motivated by the desire to maintain the status quo. For example, Eldridge McMillan, director of the Southern Education Foundation and member of the University of Georgia Board of Regents, has said:

The problem, with which we are dealing is strictly a non-educational issue. The business of . . . equalizing or enhancing . . . traditionally black institutions is, at best, strictly political. The institutions were born out of that kind of consideration, and the resolve which comes . . . to be a political resolve . . . it is the unwillingness to tamper with the traditionally white institutions, particularly as it relates to . . . program duplication.45

Some black educators also oppose elimination of program duplication, but their opposition stems from the fear that the traditionally black institutions will lose some of their best programs and will

36 Ibid., pp. 6–7.
40 Id. at 656. A “joint program” was defined as one leading to a joint degree in which some course work was done at one institution and some at another. In the law of which the faculty of both institutions were involved in planning and in teaching. A “cooperative program” was defined as programs that made it easier, but did not require students to take work on both campuses, by facilitating student exchange of credits. An “exclusive program” was defined as those exclusively assigned to TSU during the day with UT–N having the opportunity to offer them after 4 p.m. and those programs offered only at one of the institutions. Id. at 655.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School†</th>
<th>Year founded</th>
<th>Total enrollment</th>
<th>Percent black</th>
<th>Percent white</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville, Ala.</td>
<td>Alabama A&amp;M University</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>3,286</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Alabama in Huntsville</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>3,286</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery, Ala.</td>
<td>Alabama State University at Montgomery</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>3,971</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallahassee, Fla.</td>
<td>Florida A&amp;M University</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>4,873</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>15,393</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany, Ga.</td>
<td>Albany State College</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1,661</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albany Junior College</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>1,216</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah, Ga.</td>
<td>Savannah State College</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>2,066</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armstrong State College</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>3,023</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grambling/ Ruston, La.</td>
<td>Grambling State University</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>3,327</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baton Rouge</td>
<td>Southern University</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>6,956</td>
<td>95.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louisiana State University</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>19,589</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, Md.</td>
<td>Morgan State University</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>4,059</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coppin State College</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2,266</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Towson State University</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>10,469</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Maryland/Baltimore County Campus</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>4,641</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greensboro, N.C.</td>
<td>North Carolina A&amp;T State University</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>4,577</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>6,563</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville, Tenn.</td>
<td>Tennessee State University</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>4,071</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Tennessee at Nashville</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>3,450</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, Tx.</td>
<td>Texas Southern University</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>7,469</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Houston/Central Campus</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>22,734</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Houston/Downtown Campus</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>4,565</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Houston at Clear Lake City</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1,952</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk, Va.</td>
<td>Norfolk State University</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>6,319</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Old Dominion University</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>8,921</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petersburg, Va.</td>
<td>Virginia State University</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>3,735</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Bland College of the College of William and Mary</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1,121</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schools with a majority of blacks enrolled are traditionally black institutions. Schools with a majority of white students enrolled are traditionally white institutions. Only the percentage of black and white enrollment is shown. Where other racial and ethnic groups attend a school, the total enrollment does not equal 100% on this table.

†Grambling and Ruston, La. are about 5 miles apart.

‡Tennessee State University and the University of Tennessee-Nashville merged in 1979.


acquire programs attracting neither black nor white students. There is also concern that eliminating duplication may lead to mergers or closings of traditionally black institutions.

In implementing the desegregation criteria, States were required to assess program duplication in their higher education systems. In Virginia, State officials identified nine programs as “unnecessarily duplicative” at traditionally black Norfolk State College and traditionally white Old Dominion University. Under the Virginia desegregation plan, programs in business education, business management and administration, and early childhood education will be eliminated at Old Dominion and offered only at Norfolk State. In turn, the elementary education program will be offered only at Old Dominion. Other existing programs currently offered at both institutions will be differentiated in function and content. The Georgie desegregation plan calls for the transfer of the Savannah State College education program to Armstrong State College and the Armstrong State College business program to Savannah State College. A class action suit has been filed challenging the transfer of the programs and charging that it will have a detrimental effect on Savannah State, the traditionally black institution, and will perpetuate rather than eliminate the segregated system of higher education. The suit alleges that many white students majoring in business at Armstrong, the traditionally white institution, have transferred to other white public colleges rather than attend Savannah State.

A 1979 study of traditionally black land-grant institutions provides additional support for the concern that black colleges, by reason of their historical underdevelopment, may be the losers on the duplication issue:

With respect to the duplication of programs in white and Black institutions within the same service region, [a higher education official] argued that State fund limitations required that high demand programs be encouraged only at those institutions where the largest number of students would benefit most, i.e., where the best faculty and facilities currently existed.

The criterion requiring the elimination of unnecessary program duplication proposes to address the problem of segregated attendance patterns established by the de jure system. The course, however, that many States have taken (and OCR has approved)—that of eliminating education programs at traditionally black institutions and business programs at traditionally white institutions—does not appear, on its face, to offer much promise for remedying the problem, particularly since most, if not all, of the other public and private institutions in each State offer these programs, providing viable options for white students. In 1977-78 in North Carolina, for example, of the 62 public and private institutions in the State, all but 4 offered baccalaureate degrees in education and all but 6 offered baccalaureate degrees in business and management. The other hand, exclusive programming in less traditional disciplines also appears to have little effect on desegregation. North Carolina A&T State University, a traditionally black institution, was one of six public and private institutions offering baccalaureate degrees in engineering. Despite the “unduplicated” programming, the majority of the graduates from the programs at North Carolina A&T in 1975-76 were black.

The issue seems to center not so much on duplication of programs as on the public perception of the quality and scope of the programs offered at traditionally black institutions compared to those offered at traditionally white institutions. According to a report by the Southern Regional Education Board:

The image which many whites seem to hold of the black institution is one of inferiority. Whereas the black student who goes to a white school is generally perceived by black patriots as advancing his or her educational opportunity and attainment, the white student

---

The text contains a mix of citations and references, some of which are highlighted:

- John N. Dalton, Governor of Virginia, letter to David S Tatel, Director, Office for Civil Rights, HEW, Jan. 6, 1979, attachment A, “Resolution Regarding the Allegedly Duplicative Programs at Norfolk State College and Old Dominion University,” pp. 1-2.
- Ibid.
attending a black institution is often perceived as compromising his or her educational opportunity or attainment.\textsuperscript{37}

Some States have continued to perpetuate the image that traditionally black institutions offer programs of less quality. For example, in its first study on duplication in public institutions, the State of Virginia noted that, although Norfolk State College (traditionally black institution) and Old Dominion University (traditionally white institution) both offered programs titled "Building Construction Technology," "Mechanical Design Technology," and "Industrial Electronic Technology," the programs were "specialized" rather than "duplicative" because:

In all the programs with "technology" in their titles, there is a significant difference between NSC and ODU programs in terms of educational philosophy, professional registration of graduates, national accreditation and the types of employment that graduates would seek and expect to obtain as well as graduate programs they would apply for and be accepted in.\textsuperscript{44}

The study further noted that graduates in the "technology" programs (offered at the traditionally black institution) qualify for "industrial related positions," while graduates of "engineering technology" programs (offered at the traditionally white institution) qualify for engineering design positions and are eligible to be licensed as professional engineers.\textsuperscript{45}

Only the programs offered at the traditionally white institution are eligible for national accreditation by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, and only graduates from these programs are qualified to pursue master's and doctoral degrees in engineering.\textsuperscript{46} Such broad differences in programs of the same title add credence to the belief that those at traditionally black institutions are of lower quality.

To be effective, unduplicated programming should emphasize placing specialized, career-oriented, and innovative degree programs at the traditionally black institutions. There is some evidence that traditional attendance patterns can be reversed when black colleges offer such programs. For example, with increasing numbers of students seeking admission to medical and other professional schools without a substantial increase in the number of slots available, white students have begun to seek admission to traditionally black professional schools.\textsuperscript{47} In 1978 Howard University's School of Dentistry enrolled 28 percent white students; North Carolina Central University Law School enrolled 42.3 percent white students; Southern University School of Law (Louisiana) enrolled 28.1 percent white students; and Tuskegee Institute's Veterinary Medicine School (Alabama) enrolled 37.6 percent white students.\textsuperscript{48}

- Commit the State to give priority consideration to placing any new undergraduate, graduate, or professional degree programs, courses of study, etc., which may be proposed, at traditionally black institutions, consistent with their missions.

Historically, the public colleges designated for blacks have not had the comprehensive curricula, the specialized courses (particularly those oriented toward professional occupations), or the graduate and professional programs found at the traditionally white institutions. Under the dual system their missions have been limited and circumscribed. Studies of public black colleges during the pre-\textsuperscript{\textit{Brown}} period found that States provided these institutions with inadequate facilities, equipment, and libraries, as well as types of programs and degrees offered.\textsuperscript{49} Before 1957 none of the traditionally black institutions in the 11 Southern States was accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the regional accrediting agency.\textsuperscript{50} Traditionally black public institutions continue to have


\textsuperscript{38}"Summary of the Tidewater Duplication Study," Sept. 21, 1978, p. 3. The study was part of Virginia's higher education desegregation plan submitted to the Office for Civil Rights.

\textsuperscript{39}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{40}Ibid. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology was formerly called the Engineering Joint Council on Professional Development. The organization, located in New York City, changed its name in January 1950.

\textsuperscript{41}In 1978 there were 36,636 applicants to American medical colleges; 16,527 were accepted. Journal of Medical Education, vol. 243, no. 9 (Mar. 7, 1980), p. 852.


\textsuperscript{44}Beginning in the early 1930s the association voted to rate black colleges, granting them approval if they met the association's standards. Two are within two classifications of ratings—"A" indicated that the standards used for membership were fully met, and "B" that one or more standards were not fully met, but the general quality of the work of the college justified admission of its graduates to any academic or professional work requiring an approved bachelor's degree. \textit{Equal Protection}, pp. 101-02.
fewer and less varied degree programs than traditionally white institutions.  

The desegregation criterion requirement that States give "priority consideration" to placing new programs at the traditionally black institutions relies solely on the "good faith" of State systems to do so. "Good faith" seldom has had positive results in desegregation of public education.

An example of the efficacy of this "good faith" requirement at the higher education level is North Carolina's failure to place a new veterinary medicine school at a traditionally black institution. In 1974 the University of North Carolina Board of Governors added a school of veterinary medicine to North Carolina State University. In a "good faith" effort to comply with commitments made in North Carolina's 1974 desegregation plan, the State considered placing the new program at a traditionally black institution—North Carolina A&T State University.

After a comparative evaluation of the physical and academic facilities at the two institutions, however, the State decided in favor of the white institution because, in its view, the black institution lacked the necessary facilities and resources for a quality school of veterinary medicine. In a letter to the Governor of North Carolina, HEW noted:

The decision by the Board of Governors, to place the School of Veterinary Medicine at North Carolina State, is a direct violation of the State's important commitment to encourage desegregation of the State's racially identifiable institutions in every way feasible. . . . The board considered its decision factors relating to the current strength of the institution [North Carolina A&T] which did nothing more than continue the existence of the present effects of past discrimination. . . . The decision to place the veterinary school at North Carolina State not only had the effect of perpetuating the existing dual system but also of further increasing existing inequities.

The combination of the shrinking pool of college-aged students and the efforts of the white institutions to meet their goals will throw the black colleges and white ones into direct conflict for the black students. Since there are more white schools than black ones competing for the same students, and since these white institutions generally have better financed and more effective recruiting organizations, it is predictable that the black students will be attracted in disproportionate numbers to the white schools. If this result occurs, then the black schools will lose their historic enrollment base without gaining compensating increases in white students.

If traditionally black institutions are to survive, they need strong new curricula and degree programs,
particularly in disciplines that will be in high demand for the 1980s.

**Desegregation of Student Enrollment**

The criteria require that an "acceptable desegregation plan commit the State to the goal of assuring that the system as a whole and each institution within the system provide an equal educational opportunity, are open and accessible to all students, and operate without regard to race and on a desegregated basis." The criteria then require the States to adopt specific goals related to increasing black enrollment and graduation rates within the system as a whole, increasing the enrollment of blacks in traditionally white 4-year institutions, and increasing the enrollment of whites in traditionally black institutions. The specific goals and methods suggested to reach them contain loopholes, however, that are likely to detract from the overall objective of a desegregated system that offers quality education for all.

- **Adopt the goal that for 2-year and 4-year undergraduate public higher education institutions in the State system, taken as a whole, the proportion of black high school graduates throughout the State who enter such institutions shall be at least equal to the proportion of white high school graduates throughout the State who enter such institutions.**

In the six Adams States, the proportion of blacks enrolled at the undergraduate level in the systems as a whole nearly approximates black representation in the population. For example, in Florida blacks constitute 15 percent of the total undergraduate enrollment in the public higher education system and 14.2 percent of the State population. This was true of the other States with the exception of Georgia, where, in 1977, 26.1 percent of the population was black, compared to 18 percent of the undergraduate enrollment in the system (see table 2). Examination of black enrollment in 2-year versus 4-year institutions, however, shows that 2-year institutions enroll a higher proportion of blacks than 4-year institutions. In Oklahoma, for example, 11 percent of the 2-year enrollment was black, compared to 6 percent of the 4-year enrollment (see table 2). In four of the six States—Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia—the majority of the blacks in 4-year institutions were enrolled in 'traditionally' black institutions (see figure 1).

Black access to 4-year institutions often is governed by high school completion rates and academic preparation at the high school level. In 1977, 70 percent of blacks in the United States between the ages of 18 and 34 had graduated from high school, compared to 84 percent of whites. Blacks frequently receive inadequate counseling and poor secondary school preparation. Many are tracked into nonacademic programs at the high school level and fail to obtain the preparation necessary for admission to 4-year institutions.

- **Definitions:** "Student" means any person enrolled in an instructional program, whether full-time or part-time, subject to exceptions to be specified by the Office for Civil Rights.

For evaluating progress toward equal opportunity, a distinction must be made between full-time students, part-time students, and nondegree-status students. Aggregating these groups together can create false impressions of desegregation progress and can distort retention data. Separate goals are needed for each student category to safeguard against the disproportionate enrollment of blacks as part-time or nondegree students.

- **Adopt the goal that there shall be an annual increase, to be specified by each State system, in the proportion of black students in the traditionally white 4-year undergraduate public higher education institutions in the State system taken as a whole and in each such institution; and**

---

1. 43 Fed. Reg. at 6662.
2. In conjunction with its responsibilities for monitoring the statewide higher education desegregation plans, the Office for Civil Rights annually collects data on students and faculty in the Adams States' higher education systems. The Commission has analyzed the 1977 data submitted by each State, which were the most recent data available that have been verified. Data used throughout this report are from the Third Annual Report on Progress in Implementing State Wide Higher Education Desegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey) (1977) (hereafter cited as OCR 3000 Survey).
Table 2
A Comparison of Population and Full-Time Black Enrollment at All Levels in Public Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percent black in population</th>
<th>Total undergraduate enrollment</th>
<th>Total enrollment 2-Year institutions</th>
<th>Total enrollment 4-Year institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent black</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>39,767</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>5,419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>146,018</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>80,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>73,945</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>14,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>76,496</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>21,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>124,115</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>47,808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>99,154</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>21,138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 1975 estimate.
2 Includes Florida's 2-year upper division institutions
Figure 1

Percentage of Total Black Enrollment Attending Traditionally Black Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Four-year institutions only.*

This can be interpreted as follows. In Arkansas, of the total number of blacks enrolled in 4-year institutions in 1977, 40 percent were in traditionally black institutions.

Adopt the objective of reducing the disparity between the proportion of black high school graduates and the proportion of white high school graduates entering traditionally white 4-year and upper division undergraduate public higher education institutions in the State system; and adopt the goal of reducing the disparity by at least 50 percent by the final academic year of the plan. However, this shall not require any State to increase by that date black student admissions by more than 150 percent above the admissions for the academic year preceding the year in which the plan is requested by HEW.

Since the Brown decision in 1954, the Adams States, as well as other States that continue to operate dual systems, have taken few affirmative remedial steps to increase substantially black enrollment in traditionally white institutions. In 1977 blacks were considerably underrepresented in traditionally white institutions in all of the Adams States (see figure 2). In North Carolina, where 21.9 percent of the State population was black, 6 percent of the enrollment in traditionally white institutions was black; in Virginia, 18.7 percent of the State population was black, and the black enrollment in traditionally white institutions was 5 percent.

The desegregation criteria set the modest goal of reducing the disparity between black and white entrance rates at traditionally white institutions by at least 50 percent in a 5-year period. At the same time, States that are the most segregated are required to do less than others. The criteria do not require States to increase black student admissions by more than 150 percent above the admissions for the academic year preceding the year in which the plan is requested. Thus, if it is determined that a proportionate entry rate for black students is 3,000 for each of two States, and one State currently has an entry rate of 1,000 black students and the other 500, the goal for the final year of the plan for the State with 1,000 students will be to have a black student admission rate of 2,000, while the goal for the State with 500 black students will be to have a black student admission rate of 1,250.

The goals for reducing the disparity between black and white admissions appear to apply only to the system as a whole and not to individual institutions. Black students tend to be least-represented in the major universities in these States. For example, in 1977 the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville enrolled 4 percent black students, although traditionally white 4-year institutions in the State as a whole enrolled 11 percent black students. Oklahoma State University enrolled 3 percent black students, compared to 6 percent for the traditionally white institutions as a whole. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University enrolled 1 percent black students, while traditionally white institutions as a whole enrolled 5 percent black students. Since the major State universities have the greatest range of course and degree offerings and often are the major feeder institutions for State graduate and professional programs, black enrollment in these institutions must be increased substantially if equal opportunity is to be achieved. The criteria should require a reduction in disparate entrance rates at each institution in the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Current black admission rate</th>
<th>Proportionate black admission rate</th>
<th>Disparity between current and proportionate rate</th>
<th>Reducing the disparity by 50%</th>
<th>5th year admission goal: reducing the disparity by 50% or by not more than 150% above current admission rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State A</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State B</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>1,750</td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since State B is not required to increase black admissions by more than 150 percent above the current rate, the goal is 1,250 rather than 1,750.
This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas, 17.0 percent of the enrollment in all 4-year institutions was black, compared to 11.0 percent of the enrollment in traditionally white 4-year institutions.

• Adopt the goal that the proportion of black State residents who graduate from undergraduate institutions in the State system and enter graduate study or professional schools in the State system shall be at least equal to the proportion of white State residents who graduate from undergraduate institutions in the State system and enter such schools. In assessing progress toward this goal OCR will give consideration to the number of blacks from each State who enroll in graduate and professional schools outside the State system.

At the graduate and professional levels, blacks were severely underrepresented in all of the Adams State systems (see figure 3). In Arkansas, for example, where blacks constituted 17 percent of the undergraduate enrollment, they were 7.9 percent of the graduate enrollment and 4.4 percent of the professional school enrollment. Twelve percent of the undergraduate enrollment in Florida's public institutions was black, compared to 7.4 percent of the graduate and 4.7 percent of the professional enrollment. In States where traditionally black institutions offered graduate and professional programs, black enrollment in these programs was substantially higher. In North Carolina, although 12.1 percent of the graduate enrollment and 15.4 percent of the professional enrollment in the system as a whole was black, 5.8 percent of the graduate and 9.6 percent of the professional enrollment in traditionally white institutions was black.

The criteria note that the goal of increasing black enrollment in graduate and professional schools was cited by the court of appeals in Adams as being of particular importance. To implement this goal the criteria suggest that States consider special recruitment efforts at traditionally black institutions and give attention to increasing black enrollment in and graduation from traditionally white undergraduate institutions that serve as "feeder institutions" for the State's graduate and professional schools. To be more effective, however, the criteria should require the States to undertake these and other measures. States might develop programs to improve the academic preparation of blacks already holding baccalaureates or those returning to school who may be deficient in some areas, such as science or mathematics. The criteria should also require the institutions to review their policies on part-time study, on eligibility requirements for fellowships, and on the required time limits for completing graduate and professional degrees to accommodate black students who may need to work while pursuing an advanced degree.

The criteria also propose giving consideration to the number of blacks from each State who enroll in graduate and professional schools outside the State system when assessing progress toward desegregation goals. Because States must assume responsibility for remedying the effects of past discrimination within their public education systems, special consideration should not be given to the number of blacks who enroll in private or out-of-State schools. This provision is reminiscent of the dual system practice of providing tuition grants for blacks to attend private or out-of-State graduate and professional schools. The Supreme Court of the United States in Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada ruled that out-of-State provisions for black higher education were unacceptable and that the State has a duty to provide "substantially equal" educational opportunities to all of its residents.

All of the criteria relating to increased enrollment of blacks require the adoption of numerical goals, but the States' implementation of the steps suggested to meet the goals—"reviewing, monitoring and revising, as necessary, procedures for student recruitment, admissions, compensatory instruction, counseling, financial aid, and staff and faculty development programs"—must be monitored closely by HEW if they are to result in achievement of the goals. HEW's past experiences with higher education desegregation indicate that specific commitments and objectives concerning black recruitment and admission at traditionally white institutions are essential if the desegregation goals are to be met. The district court noted in Adams that the desegregation plans accepted by HEW in 1974 did not adequately address these and other areas and, as a result, failed to achieve even minimal progress towards desegregation.

In the Adams litigation, the plaintiffs were concerned that desegregation plans provide more than "vague promises of affirmative recruiting" and "unsubstantiated paper projections." The plaintiffs also wanted the plans to identify specific recruiting

---

"Adams v. Weinberger, Motion for Further Relief, at 13."
This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas, blacks constituted 20.0 percent of the enrollment in 2-year institutions, 17.0 percent of the enrollment in 4-year institutions, 7.9 percent of the enrollment in graduate programs, and 4.4 percent of the enrollment in professional schools.

practices and to reassess admission policies in order to change racial enrollment patterns. Both affirmative recruitment and admissions are necessary to overcome the effects of past discrimination. Regarding the need for special recruitment and admission efforts, HEW said:

"States may need to innovate in seeking out talented students who will profit from higher education. They may need to broaden definitions of potentials; to discount the effects of early disadvantage on the development of academic competence; and to broaden the talents measured in admissions tests."

In developing an action agenda for equal opportunity in higher education, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education made a number of recommendations for increasing access to college. These included: improving elementary and secondary school programs; creating educational opportunity centers to provide counseling, testing, and guidance on educational opportunities; coordinating recruiting efforts by individual institutions to ensure adequate recruiting and counseling in advantaged and disadvantaged locations; and using institutional facilities during the summer as intensive counseling clinics especially oriented to the needs of disadvantaged students.

- Commit the State to take all reasonable steps to reduce any disparity between the proportion of black and white students completing and graduating from the 2-year, 4-year, and graduate public institutions and establish interim goals, to be specified by the State system, for achieving annual progress.

The proportion of blacks earning baccalaureate degrees in 1977 in the six Adams State systems as a whole and in traditionally white institutions in particular was below the proportion of blacks enrolled in 4-year institutions (see table 3). For example, in Georgia where 18 percent of the undergraduate enrollment was black, 9.2 percent of the baccalaureate degrees were awarded to blacks. Enrollment in Georgia's traditionally white institutions was 10 percent black, and 4.8 percent of the baccalaureate degrees were awarded to blacks.

"The relatively low representation of blacks among recipients of advanced degrees, particularly doctoral and professional degrees, was evident in all six States (see figure 4). In Arkansas 2.8 percent of the doctoral degrees and 3.7 percent of the professional degrees were awarded to blacks. The racial distribution of advanced degree earners further demonstrates the role that the traditionally black institution has had in providing educational opportunities for blacks. In North Carolina none of the five traditionally black institutions has a doctoral program, two have master's programs, and one, North Carolina Central, has a law school. In 1977 blacks earned 12.3 percent of the master's degrees in North Carolina; however, 62 percent of the master's degrees earned by blacks were awarded by the traditionally black institutions. In professional schools, blacks earned 10.9 percent of the degrees, 36 percent of which were awarded by the one traditionally black institution. Black representation among doctoral degree earners was 2.1 percent, a considerable drop from the proportion of blacks earning master's and professional degrees.

Despite the high concentration of blacks in 2-year institutions, blacks earned proportionately fewer of the associate degrees awarded than their representation in 2-year college enrollments (see table 4). For example, in Oklahoma, 11 percent of the students enrolled in 2-year institutions were black compared to 6.8 percent of the students awarded associate degrees.

The significant disparity between graduation rates for black and white students indicates that retention of black students is a serious problem. Educators refer to the "revolving door" aspect of higher education desegregation, where blacks enroll increasingly in white institutions but do not graduate.

In 1979 the Office for Civil Rights analyzed minority attrition in 233 predominantly white colleges and universities with a significant difference between the racial distribution of the freshman class in the fall of 1976 and that of the junior class in the fall of 1978. The attrition rate for blacks from freshman to junior year was 65 percent, compared to
The educational barriers arising from the interrelationships of college costs, financial aid program implementation, and family income together constituted the most significant educational barriers for Black students. These financial barriers affected distribution and persistence, as well as access.

Financial barriers are even greater at the graduate and professional levels than at the undergraduate level because graduate and professional study costs more than undergraduate study and fewer student aid programs are available. The ISEP study found that the likelihood of entering advanced study was directly related to a student's ability to pay.

As in the areas of student recruitment and admissions, the desegregation criteria must identify and require specific measures to achieve the goal of reducing disparate attrition rates. Among the measures that States might take to address the problem of retention are:

- An extensive retention study to determine the extent and causes of disparate attrition rates.
- A review of institutional curricula, particularly for freshman, to ensure that appropriate educational assistance is available for students with varied backgrounds.
- Special programs for educationally or financially disadvantaged students, such as preenrollment or summer study programs, study skill development programs, academic counseling, and financial aid programs.

At a July 1980 conference on the topic "Adams: Higher Education Desegregation," attended by representatives from most of the States that formerly operated de jure dual systems of higher education, black student retention was identified as a serious problem in many States. Florida has begun a statewide longitudinal retention study using social security numbers to track students. For each entering class, a data bank is set up that tracks each student by program and identifies "high risk" students (by such criteria as SAT scores and midsemester grades). If a student does not reappear after three consecutive quarters, he or she is classified as a dropout. In Florida attrition rates are particularly high for those transferring from community colleges to 4-year institutions. In an effort to provide assistance to high-risk students, some colleges require that all students on probation report for counseling. Conference participants suggested that institutions conduct exit interviews for students who are not planning to return to identify reasons why they drop out.

The criteria set specific goals for increasing black enrollment in the State systems; however, equality of opportunity cannot be achieved if institutions fail
Table 3

# A Comparison of Black Enrollment and Baccalaureate Degrees Earned in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enrollment at 4-year institutions</th>
<th>Baccalaureate degrees earned</th>
<th>Enrollment 4-year traditionally white institutions</th>
<th>Baccalaureate degree earned 4-year traditionally black institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>5,156</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>20,565</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>12,580</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10,191</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>15,779</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15,706</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Arkansas: First professional 3.7
Florida: First professional 4.4
Georgia: First professional 4.4
Oklahoma: Doctorate 2.3
North Carolina: Doctorate 2.1
Virginia: First professional 3.6

1 Includes only those associate degrees awarded at 2-year institutions.
2 A first professional degree is one that meets the following criteria: (1) it signifies completion of the academic requirements to begin a practice in a profession; (2) it is based on a program that requires at least 2 years of college work prior to entrance; and (3) it is total of at least 8 academic years of college work to complete the program.

This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas, blacks earned 14.6 percent of the associate degrees, 11.7 percent of the baccalaureate degrees, 9.0 percent of the master's degrees, 2.8 percent of the doctorates, and 3.7 percent of the first professional degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Percent black enrollment in 2-year institutions</th>
<th>Associate degrees earned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>868 14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>25,021 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>2,989 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4,657 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>8,696 12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>6,004 9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Includes only associate degrees awarded at 2-year institutions.

to increase and retain the number of black graduates at all levels of the system.

- Commit the State to expand mobility between 2-year and 4-year institutions as a means of meeting the goals set forth in these criteria.

Because black students were proportionately better represented in 2-year institutions in the six Adams States (see table 2), the 2-year colleges are an important source for recruiting blacks to attend 4-year institutions. The desegregation criteria should, not only require State commitments to expand mobility from 2-year to 4-year institutions, but should also identify and require specific measures for achieving this goal.

Two-year colleges extend access to higher education to high school graduates or otherwise qualified students. The growth of 2-year colleges over the last few decades has been attributed to their open admission policies, their geographic distribution, their usually low tuition rates, and the wide variety of programs they offer. Two-year institutions generally are representative racially of the communities they serve. These institutions offer dual curricula—academic programs leading to transfer to 4-year institutions and technical-vocational programs that may be completed at the 2-year institutions.

Data on 2-year college enrollment show, that although a large percentage of students entering 2-year institutions indicate a desire to transfer to 4-year institutions, the proportion who do is relatively small. Furthermore, attrition rates at 2-year institutions have been consistently higher than those at 4-year institutions. Many 2-year college students who do transfer to 4-year colleges, however, have academic records comparable to those of students who began in 4-year institutions.

Florida has one of the most extensive public 2-year college systems in the Nation. In 1977 more than 80,000 full-time students were enrolled in 2-year institutions in the Florida system. Over 20,000 associate degrees credited toward a baccalaureate degree were awarded, and in addition, 6,600 associate degrees not wholly creditable toward a baccalaureate were awarded. In Florida, public 2-year institutions have transfer or articulation agreements whereby any student with an associate of arts degree can be admitted to a State 4-year institution. The Florida articulation programs have structured course outlines requiring students to take transferable credits. Fifty-eight percent of the students in Florida's 4-year institutions transferred from the community college system.

To increase enrollment at traditionally white institutions, States should take steps to facilitate articulation between 2-year to 4-year institutions. Such steps might include:

- Providing academic counseling to entering students and developing other measures to ensure that black students are not channeled disproportionately into technical or vocational programs.
- Providing a more structured core of required courses at 2-year institutions geared toward 4-year college requirements.
- Giving special attention to the needs of students in academic transfer programs to ensure that these students are given first priority to transfer to 4-year institutions.

Adopt the goal of increasing the proportion of white students attending traditionally black institutions.

The criteria specify that the establishment of numerical goals for the enrollment of white students at traditionally black institutions must be preceded by an increased enrollment of black students at traditionally white institutions and by the achievement of specific steps to strengthen the black institutions. The reason for deferring this objective is to guard against the possibility that desegregation efforts may result in a diminution of higher education opportunities for blacks. If whites enroll at traditionally black institutions without a concomitant enrollment of blacks at traditionally white institutions, the result will be a decrease in the overall percentage of blacks enrolled in the system.

The National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, an organization representing 110 black college presidents, filed two amicus curiae briefs in the course of the Adams litigation expressing its concern about the possible adverse effects of desegregation on the future of black colleges and
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their primary mission of educating black Americans. The court of appeals noted that black institutions "currently fulfill a crucial need and will continue to play an important role in Black higher education." The district court subsequently instructed HEW to devise criteria for higher education desegregation that would not place a greater burden on black institutions or black students: "The desegregation process should take into account the unique status of the Black colleges and the real danger that desegregation will diminish higher education opportunities for blacks." The Commission supports HEW's deferral of the goal of increasing white enrollment at traditionally black institutions until there is a substantial increase in black enrollment at traditionally white institutions. The Office for Civil Rights, however, should take appropriate steps to ensure that substantial progress is made, within a reasonable period in achieving the goals related to black enrollment and to strengthening the role of the black institutions.

Desegregation of Faculty and Staffs

State desegregation plans are to provide for increased employment of blacks in academic and nonacademic positions throughout the system and for the increased representation of blacks among appointive positions on the governing boards of the State system and of individual institutions. The criteria contain a series of goals to be adopted by the States that are to increase the number of black's employed in institutions of higher education.

- **Adopt the goal that the proportion of black faculty and of administrators at each institution and on the staff of each governing body, or any other State higher education entity in positions not requiring the doctoral degree, shall at least equal the proportion of black students graduating with master's degrees in the appropriate discipline from institutions within the State system, or the proportion of black individuals with the required credentials for such positions in the relevant labor market area, whichever is greater.**
- **Adopt the goal that the proportion of black faculty and administrators at each institution and on the staff of each governing board, or any other State higher education entity, in positions requiring the doctoral degree, shall at least equal the proportion of black individuals with the credentials required for such positions in the relevant labor market area.**

In 1977 in the six Adams States, public higher education institutions remained racially identifiable by faculty and staff. An analysis of employment patterns showed:

- Black representation on faculties at traditionally white institutions was extremely low. Blacks were less than 3 percent of the full-time instructional faculty at traditionally white institutions in all six States (see figure 5).
- Black representation on faculties at 2-year institutions was somewhat higher than their representation on faculties at 4-year traditionally white institutions. Blacks ranged from 3.3 percent of the 2-year faculty in Oklahoma to 8.1 percent in Florida (see table 5).
- Black representation in noninstructional professional positions at traditionally white institutions was significantly below their representation in the population, but higher than their representation in instructional faculty positions (see tables 6 and 7). In five of six States, the majority of black faculty in the 4-year institutions was concentrated in traditionally black institutions (see figure 6). A 1979 study of the racial composition of faculties in public colleges and universities found similar patterns of segregated employment in 14 of the 17 Southern and Border States.

Desegregation has progressed least in faculty and staff employment at traditionally white institutions. In spite of this lack of progress, the criteria designed to bring about employment desegregation are not strong enough to achieve their goal. First, the criteria emphasize short-term goals based on the proportion of blacks with advanced degrees current-
Figure 5

Percentage Black, Full-Time Instructional Faculty at Traditionally White Institutions (TWIs) and Traditionally Black Institutions (TBIs) in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas 2.5 percent of the faculty at TWIs is black, compared to 75.3 percent of the faculty at TBIs.

### Table 5
**Full-Time Instructional Faculty in Public Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TWIs</th>
<th></th>
<th>TBIs</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Percent black</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Percent black</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>2,403</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>5,590</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>4,403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>5,483</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>3,591</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>1,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>5,450</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>3,056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>6,609</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>1,968</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Two-year institutions have not been categorized as TWIs (traditionally white institutions) or TBIs (traditionally black institutions)


### Table 6
**Part-Time Instructional Faculty in Public Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TWIs</th>
<th></th>
<th>TBIs</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Percent black</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Percent black</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>5,717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>1,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>2,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Two-year institutions have not been categorized as TWIs (traditionally white institutions) or TBIs (traditionally black institutions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>TWIs</th>
<th>Percent black</th>
<th>TBIs</th>
<th>Percent black</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percent black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1,535</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>1,341</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>3,672</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>2,156</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>2,477</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>5,068</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Includes executive, managerial, administrative, and professional nonfaculty employees.

2 Two-year institutions have not been categorized as TWIs (traditionally white institutions) or TBIs (traditionally black institutions).

Figure 6

Distribution of Black Full-Time Instructional Faculty in Public Four-Year Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas, 66.9 percent of all black faculty were in traditionally black institutions and 33.1 percent were in traditionally white institutions.

ly in the labor market; second, the remedies suggested in the criteria do not always take into account.

The criteria goals for faculty and staff desegregation use as a target the proportion of blacks graduating with appropriate degrees from State universities or those with the required credentials in the relevant labor market. Faculty positions with the academic rank of assistant professor, associate professor, or professor generally require the doctoral degree. In 1978, 90.4 percent of the full-time instructional faculty in public universities and 86.7 percent of those in other 4-year public institutions had the rank of professor, associate professor, or assistant professor.

Some of the disparities in employment of black faculty may be accounted for by the limited number of blacks with doctorates and by the overrepresentation of those with the doctoral degree in certain disciplines. In 1975–76, blacks earned 3.6 percent of the doctorates awarded in the United States and 3.2 percent of those awarded in the 17 Southern and Border States. Over half of the 1,213 doctorates awarded to blacks nationally were in the field of education.

The limited number of blacks with doctorates and black overrepresentation in the education discipline are both outcomes of past discrimination in employment and educational opportunities. Historically, the primary source of higher education opportunities for blacks was the traditionally black institution. These institutions provided limited opportunities for graduate study. Traditionally, career opportunities for blacks have centered on teaching, and under segregation, this meant teaching in black elementary and secondary schools and black colleges. For this reason, the training of teachers has been the primary mission of most traditionally black higher education institutions. Because the traditionally black institution has been the principal source of employment for black doctorates, they have chosen education as their field of specialization.

The employment of black faculty in the traditionally white institutions continues to be extremely low (see figure 5). The Southern Regional Education Board has said:

Until there is an increase in the number of advanced degrees earned by blacks in the region, especially at the doctoral level, and until black graduate students are more widely dispersed among disciplines other than education, it will be very difficult to increase black representation on college faculties in the region.

A 1979 analysis of affirmative action in employment in higher education by the Institute for the Study of Educational Policy concluded:

The principal effect of this long-term discrimination was to discourage the formation of larger supplies of qualified manpower. Affirmative action in employment by... institutions which have traditionally denied opportunity to blacks is an important and necessary step to ensuring increases in the supply of qualified manpower.

Given the low proportion of black faculty and administrators at traditionally white institutions and the low proportion of blacks with advanced degrees, it is certain that if substantial faculty desegregation is to occur in the foreseeable future, the criteria should require that State plans include: (1) effective, affirmative recruitment and selection programs; (2) specific programs to advance current black faculty; (3) long-range plans to increase the pool of blacks with the required credentials for faculty positions; and (4) an ongoing plan to reexamine the credentials that are required for faculty positions.

Recruitment. The criteria note that one way of increasing the number of black faculty is the maintenance of a centralized recruiting system. An example of such a system is that of the State of Florida,

---
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which has instituted a centralized vacancy listing system for all institutions and which maintains a computerized applicant data pool.127 States should also develop sources for potential applicants such as traditionally black institutions; black professional organizations; the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, which maintains a referral pool; and the Southern Regional Education Board that can help identify applicants. The public and private sectors employ significant numbers of blacks with advanced degrees. Realizing that the state of the economy greatly influences job choices and that college faculty positions are often less remunerative than others, private industry and government, nevertheless, can be tapped as a source for recruiting black faculty and administrators.

Recruitment and selection procedures should include provisions for maintaining records on the procedures used to identify and evaluate black applicants. Since most faculty appointments are initiated by the departments within an institution, department search and selection committees should include blacks.128 Traditionally white institutions having problems attracting black faculty because of their locations might consider offering black opportunities to teach in summer sessions in an effort to attract faculty and familiarize them with the opportunities available at their institutions.

Faculty development programs. The criteria also note that desegregation plans may include faculty development programs. Such programs should include specific measures to advance current black faculty by providing opportunities for them to obtain the doctoral degree, such as leaves of absence for study and professional development. Such programs are particularly appropriate for black faculty in 2-year institutions who often hold master's degrees. Four-year institutions offering fellowships to faculty on a work-study basis can also increase the number of blacks eligible to teach at the university level.

Other programs to increase the pool of blacks with appropriate degrees. States should also develop programs that are coordinated with the student desegregation effort to increase the number of black graduate and professional students, thereby increasing the pool of blacks holding doctoral and other professional degrees. Although student desegregation efforts should concentrate on recruiting in-State students, efforts to increase the pool of black doctorates can include out-of-State sources as well. Graduate students and faculty members can be used to recruit at traditionally black public and private institutions and at universities in other parts of the country. Appointing black graduate students to teaching or research assistant positions not only provides financial assistance to these students, but might also stimulate their interest in pursuing careers as college professors. Particular attention should be given to increasing the number of blacks with degrees in the disciplines in which they are underrepresented and in disciplines that represent growth areas for the 1980s such as architecture, computer science, and health services.129

Reexamination of the credentials required for faculty employment. Although colleges and universities traditionally require the doctorate in the overwhelming majority of faculty positions, special circumstances often dictate a change in this policy. In the 1960s when institutions experienced both a rapid growth in enrollment and a shortage of qualified applicants for faculty positions, they frequently hired persons who had not completed the requirements for the doctorate as "acting assistant professors."130 More recently, the trend toward hiring nontenure-track faculty has been precipitated by projected declines in enrollment, budget constraints, and faculty retenchment plans.131 Many institutions are reluctant to hire permanent faculty members and prefer to hire nontenured faculty with master's degrees to teach introductory courses.132 In the academic year ending in 1977, less than 50 percent of new hires in 10 disciplines at 4-year institutions held doctorates.133

Four-year institutions can increase the number of black faculty and give them the opportunity to obtain the terminal degree by hiring blacks with master's degrees in entry-level, instructor, and lecturer positions. Since a higher proportion of the faculty at 2-year institutions tend to have less than
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the doctoral degree, this provides an additional source for black faculty who can be encouraged to pursue the doctoral degree and teach at 4-year institutions.134

The projected decline in enrollment in higher education, together with the elimination of mandatory retirement and an increasing proportion of faculty with tenure, will result in fewer opportunities for faculty employment in the 1980s.135 This undoubtedly will pose some difficulties in meeting desegregation goals. These factors, however, should not be used as an excuse for delaying the desegregation process. Long-range State plans for higher education should address these issues and provide mechanisms to help ensure that faculty desegregation is achieved.

Areas Not Addressed by the Criteria

As States move toward a unitary system of higher education in which there are more white students and faculty at the traditionally black institutions, some assurances are needed that black administrators and black faculty are not displaced. The desegregation criteria neglect to address this important concern. Desegregation at the elementary and secondary level resulted in the displacement of thousands of black teachers and administrators who were systematically dismissed, demoted, or pressured to resign when schools were desegregated.136 Black administrators, primarily principals, experienced the greatest displacement.137 In light of these experiences, it is essential that the higher education desegregation criteria provide safeguards to help ensure that such occurrences will not be repeated. In November 1973, HEW sent letters to each of the Adams States indicating guidelines for developing desegregation plans. Included in these guidelines were prohibitions against the reassignment of faculty to the detriment of eligibility for tenure and other employee benefits.138 HEW further noted that, "Any reduction in the percentage of tenured or non-tenured black faculty and staff in the system will be presumed to violate Title VI."139 These prohibitions and presumptions should have been included in the present criteria.

The 1973 guidelines also provided for ending discrimination in policies and practices at individual institutions related to college-supported housing, health care, employment services, training assignments, intercollegiate athletic programs, and other extracurricular activities. In many instances discrimination persists in these areas. For example, in intercollegiate athletics in the Southern and Border States, the majority of black and white colleges belong to segregated conferences within the National Collegiate Athletic Association or other athletic associations.140 The present desegregation criteria, however, do not address any of these areas.

The desegregation criteria are based on the principle that where there has been de jure segregation States have a duty to take affirmative remedial steps to achieve results in overcoming the effects of prior discrimination.141 Segregation and long-standing racial inequities in State systems of higher education continue to exist over a quarter of a century after the Brown decision outlawed segregation in public education. The higher education desegregation criteria lack the specificity needed to achieve significant results inremedying these inequities.

Substantial progress in implementing the desegregation plans developed pursuant to these criteria has not been made. In July 1980 higher education representatives from the Adams States indicated problems in all of the criteria areas—enhancing the traditionally black institutions, increasing black enrollment, and increasing black faculty.142 Cynthia G. Brown, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Department of Education, addressing a meeting of higher education representatives from the Adams States, said, "I don't think much progress has been made. We are far behind the curve. It is very clear that the courts and OCR are not ready to let us go. There are still too many problems."143
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The desegregation criteria authorize the Office for Civil Rights to impose more stringent requirements on States for failure to meet interim goals. It is an appropriate time for OCR to review and evaluate the desegregation process in the Adams States and to require States that are not meeting their goals to adopt more effective steps which will result in the dismantling of the dual-system.
4. Summary and Conclusion

The history of higher educational opportunities for blacks is replete with discrimination and deprivation. Until 1954 segregation in education and its inherent injustices were sanctioned by law or custom in many areas of the Nation. In that year, in its historic Brown decision, the Supreme Court of the United States declared that segregation in public education is unconstitutional. The opportunity to receive an education is a right that must be made available to all Americans on equal terms.

The Brown decision had little immediate effect on the elimination of segregation and discrimination in public higher education. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids discrimination in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. Federal efforts to enforce Title VI in State systems of higher education, however, were inadequate as blacks continued to be the victims of segregation in public higher education.

As a result of Adams v. Califano, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was ordered to begin enforcement of Title VI in six States that continued to operate dual systems of higher education. Pursuant to the Adams decision, HEW developed specific criteria specifying the ingredients of an acceptable plan for desegregating State systems of higher education.

Overall, these criteria represent a positive step toward dismantling dual systems of higher education. The Commission, however, believes that a stronger, more vigorous effort to implement the criteria is needed if equal opportunity is to be achieved for this and succeeding generations of black students. The criteria rely too heavily on commitments that States will act to end segregation in their higher education systems. The experience to date with desegregation of higher education, as with elementary and secondary school desegregation, has shown that reliance on good faith intentions to achieve a unitary system does not work. Specific, affirmative steps must be mandated if the effects of past discrimination are to be overcome.

In view of their weaknesses, the criteria will be even less effective if there is limited commitment at the Federal level to monitor and enforce their implementation. This is particularly essential in light of past experiences with higher education desegregation when HEW accepted inadequate plans that failed to achieve significant progress toward desegregation. The success or failure of current desegregation efforts relies heavily on the effectiveness of Federal civil rights enforcement effort.

The Department of Education has a unique opportunity to renew the Federal commitment to civil rights enforcement with regard to Title VI. In higher education, the Department of Education should:

- Monitor the implementation of the desegregation plans in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Oklahoma, and

---

2 Id. at 493.
Virginia to ensure that established goals are being met within the required timeframes.  

- Determine the Title VI compliance status of the remaining States that formerly maintained de jure dual systems of higher education and require those States that have failed to eliminate the vestiges of racial segregation to submit desegregation plans, in accordance with the strengthened desegregation criteria.

- Review the adequacy of the criteria for eliminating the effects of past discrimination and for achieving a unitary system.

The Commission also believes that the criteria need to be strengthened in several areas:

- In redefining the missions of traditionally black institutions with regard to the level, range, and scope of programs and degrees offered, their missions should be expanded, to aid their growth and development.

- Providing traditionally black institutions with resources comparable to those at traditionally white institutions with similar missions will not remedy the effects of decades of deprivation and underfunding. Traditionally black institutions must be provided "catch-up" funding if their status is to improve significantly. Additional funds are necessary if black institutions are to compete adequately for programs, facilities, and faculty.

- On January 15, as this statement went to press, the Department of Education notified Florida that it had not made satisfactory progress in implementing portions of its desegregation plan, that vestiges of the dual system continued to exist, and that its higher education system in some respects had become more segregated. The Department requested that specific corrective action be taken within 45 days of the notification of noncompliance. Failure to comply will lead to the Department's initiation of enforcement proceedings. The Department also notified the States of Arkansas, Georgia, Oklahoma, and Virginia that several aspects of their plans had not been implemented and, consequently, important objectives in their desegregation plans may not be achieved. The States have been requested to submit within 45 days specific corrective actions.  

- As this statement went to press, the Department of Education took action pursuant to a Dec. 17, 1980, order of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia that issues findings of noncompliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the higher education systems of Texas, Alabama, Delaware, South Carolina, Missouri, Kentucky, and West Virginia by Jan. 15, 1981, and in that of Ohio by Apr. 15, 1981. The Department of Education announced that Alabama, Delaware, Kentucky, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia were in violation of Title VI for having failed to eliminate the vestiges of former de jure segregation within their public higher education systems. The Department requested that Alabama, Delaware, Kentucky, and South Carolina submit statewide higher education desegregation plans within 60 days of the notification of noncompliance.

- Eliminating unnecessary duplication does not promise to be an effective mechanism if it involves only the realigning of traditional disciplines, such as education and business, which are readily available at other public and private institutions. Exclusive programming for traditionally black institutions must include specialized or career-oriented curricula that will strengthen these institutions and attract students without regard to race.

- Requiring that States give only "priority consideration" to placing new programs at traditionally black institutions will not help to ensure that they receive new undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs. Good faith efforts have a poor record as a mechanism for desegregation. States should be required to place specific new programs at traditionally black institutions that will enhance and expand their missions.

- The goals for the proportionate enrollment of black and white high school graduates in the State system should include separate goals for 2-year institutions and traditionally white 4-year institutions to preclude States from meeting this goal by increasing black enrollment in 2-year institutions and traditionally black institutions.

- The formula for increasing the number of black admissions at traditionally white institutions is unnecessarily restrictive. States are not required to
increase black admissions by more than 150 percent above the admissions level for the academic year preceding the year in which the plan is requested. The Adams decision is a milestone in desegregation law. It clearly establishes that it is the duty of the Federal Government to commence enforcement proceedings when its efforts to secure voluntary compliance with Title VI fail to achieve desegregation within a reasonable time. The court of appeals said:

- In achieving the goals for black enrollment in graduate and professional schools, States should not be given credit for black students who enroll in graduate and professional programs outside the State system.
- The criteria should require specific recruitment and retention measures to help ensure the achievement of goals for increasing the enrollment, retention, and graduation of black students at all levels.
- The criteria should require specific mechanisms for recruiting black faculty and administrators, as well as specific measures for promoting black faculty already in the system.
- The criteria should require that States develop long-range plans to increase the pool of blacks with the required credentials for faculty employment. This should be done in conjunction with increasing the pool of graduate and professional students enrolled in the system.
- The criteria should include safeguards to preclude any reduction in the number or status of black faculty and administrators. Institutions that recruit new faculty should be aware of any changes that may lead to the reduction of minority faculty. A change in faculty should not cause the displacement or dismissal of minority faculty. The desegregation of faculty at the higher education level should promote increased opportunities for minority faculty and not limit opportunities as was the case in the desegregation of public elementary and secondary schools.
- Provisions for the elimination of discrimination in nonacademic areas, such as intercollegiate athletic programs, employment services, college housing, health care, and extracurricular activities should be a focus of the desegregation criteria.

The Adams decision is a milestone in desegregation law. It clearly establishes that it is the duty of the Federal Government to commence enforcement proceedings when its efforts to secure voluntary compliance with Title VI fail to achieve desegregation within a reasonable time. The court of appeals said:

- In achieving the goals for black enrollment in graduate and professional schools, States should not be given credit for black students who enroll in graduate and professional programs outside the State system.
- The criteria should require specific recruitment and retention measures to help ensure the achievement of goals for increasing the enrollment, retention, and graduation of black students at all levels.
- The criteria should require specific mechanisms for recruiting black faculty and administrators, as well as specific measures for promoting black faculty already in the system.
- The criteria should require that States develop long-range plans to increase the pool of blacks with the required credentials for faculty employment. This should be done in conjunction with increasing the pool of graduate and professional students enrolled in the system.
- The criteria should include safeguards to preclude any reduction in the number or status of black faculty and administrators. Institutions that recruit new faculty should be aware of any changes that may lead to the reduction of minority faculty. A change in faculty should not cause the displacement or dismissal of minority faculty. The desegregation of faculty at the higher education level should promote increased opportunities for minority faculty and not limit opportunities as was the case in the desegregation of public elementary and secondary schools.
- Provisions for the elimination of discrimination in nonacademic areas, such as intercollegiate athletic programs, employment services, college housing, health care, and extracurricular activities should be a focus of the desegregation criteria.

The Adams decision is a milestone in desegregation law. It clearly establishes that it is the duty of the Federal Government to commence enforcement proceedings when its efforts to secure voluntary compliance with Title VI fail to achieve desegregation within a reasonable time. The court of appeals said:

- A request for voluntary compliance, if not followed by responsive action... within a reasonable time, does not relieve [HEW] of the responsibility to enforce Title VI... and consistent failure to do so is a dereliction of duty reviewable in the courts.

The Commission strongly supports the Adams decision and its mandate for a unitary system of higher education in which each institution in the system will provide equal educational opportunity and be accessible to all students without regard to race.

The Commission continues to believe that desegregation of public education is the principal tool for achieving equality of educational opportunity. In 1954 Chief Justice Earl Warren said, "it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education." The importance of education as a means of fulfilling the American dream has become more evident in the 26 years since Brown. As the Nation enters a new decade, it is appropriate to reflect on the meaning and promise of Brown and to make a firm commitment that the 1980s will witness the achievement of equal educational opportunity at all levels.


Appendix A

Traditionally Black Public Institutions

Alabama
Alabama A&M University (LG)
Alabama State University
Lawson State Community College
S.D. Bishop State Junior College

Arkansas
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff (LG)

Delaware
Delaware State College (LG)

Florida
Florida A&M University (LG)

Georgia
Albany State College
Fort Valley State College (LG)
Savannah State College

Kentucky
Kentucky State University (LG)

Louisiana
Grambling State University
Southern University A&M College (LG)
Southern University in New Orleans
Southern University Shreveport-Bossier (2-year)

Maryland
Bowie State College
Coppin State College
Morgan State University
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore (LG)

Mississippi
Alcorn State University (LG)
Coahoma Junior College
Jackson State University
Mississippi Valley State University
Utica Junior College

Missouri
Lincoln University* (LG)

North Carolina
Elizabethtown City State University
Fayetteville State University
North Carolina A&T State University (LG)
North Carolina Central University
Winston-Salem State University

Ohio
Central State College

Oklahoma
Langston University (LG)

Pennsylvania
Cheyney State College
Lincoln University**

South Carolina
South Carolina State College (LG)

Tennessee
Tennessee State University (LG)

Texas
Prairie View A&M University (LG)
Texas Southern University

Virginia
Norfolk State University
Virginia State University (LG)

West Virginia
Bluefield State College*
West Virginia State College*

(LG) = Land-Grant College

* These are traditionally black institutions that are now predominantly white.

** Lincoln University became a State-related institution in 1972. Although it is not State-owned (as is Cheyney State College) and is governed by an independent board of trustees, it is financially dependent upon the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.